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Let -iA = -i( p(D) + V) be a dissipative operator in L,(R,), where p(D) is an 
elliptic differential operator of order m with real constant coefftcients and V is a 
compact operator from the weighted Sobolev space Hm’,‘(R”) to H”.“‘“(R”), s E R. 
forsomem’<m 1 and p > 1. Let R(r) be the resolvcnt of A. Then an asymptotic 
expansion of R(z) as z approaches a critical value of the polynomial p(c) is given: 
the coefftcient operators in the expansion are computed explicitly. By using the 
resolvent expansion and the results of M. Murata 191, an asymptotic expansion of 
emi” as f --t co is given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Concerning the Schrodinger operator H = -A + V in L,(R3) with / V(x)] < 
C( 1 + ]x])-~ for some p large enough, A. Jensen and T. Kato [4] gave the 
asymptotic formula 
N 
e --ifH = r ,-itAipj + tP1/2c-, + t-3/*c, + . . . ii 
j=O 
(1.1) 
as t + co and computed a few terms explicitly. Here the dj are nonpositive 
eigenvalues of H with the associated eigenprojection Pj, and the formula is 
valid in the operator norm in B(H°FS, Ho,-‘) for s large enough, where Ho,” 
is the weighted Sobolev space with the associated norm 
II 4 Hfl.3 =Il(x>s CD)” a,. (1.2) 
Here (x) = (1 + ]x]‘)“~, D = (Dl ,..., 0,). Dj = -3/8x,, and (D) = 
(1 + 0; + ... + Df,)“‘. Further results on the case R”, n > 4, have been 
given in [S]. 
The purpose of this paper is to extend their results to general elliptic 
differential operators in L,(R”) by a method simpler than that of Jensen and 
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Kato and to give an algorithm to compute all terms appearing in the 
expansion. Our results are also an improvement of [4,5] and Murata [7, 81, 
and give answers to some questions in [4, 51; for example, it is shown that 
all the coefficients in (1.1) are degenerate operators. 
Our method is close to that of Vainberg [12] in that we apply a theorem 
for Fredholm operators with analytic parameter rather than “positivity” of 
some operator which is a starting point of Jensen and Kato. Therefore our 
method is applicable to the Dirac operator and the Schrodinger operator 
having positive eigenvalues, to which Jensen and Kato’s methods seems not 
to be applicable. We differ from Vainberg [ 12, 131, Rauch [ 10, 111, and 
Murata [7] by treating perturbations decaying algebraically at infinity rather 
than perturbations decaying exponentially. 
Now let us give an asymptotic formula for operators of simple type; 
general formulas will be given in the final section. Let p(D) be an elliptic 
differential operator of order m with real constant coefficients. Let 
p0 = inf,p(<) > ---co. We assume: 
(A.1) The critical points of p(r) are all nondegenerate: det(DiDjp(r)) # 0 
for any r such that gradp(<) = 0. 
Let A, be the self-adjoint realization of p(D) in L,(R”). Let I’ be a closed 
operator on L,(R”) with domain including Hm = Hm*‘. We assume: 
(A.11) Im( Vu, u) ,< 0 for all u E H”. 
(A.111) There exist m’ < m - 1 and p > max(4, 8 - n) such that 
V and I’* are compact operators in B(m’, s; 0,~ + s) for any s E R, 
(l-3) 
where B(r, s; r’, s’) = B(H’9S, H”.“‘). 
Let .4 =A, + V. By (A.11) and (A.III), -iA is maximal dissipative in 
L,(R”) and generates a contraction semi-group Cita, Let H = L,(R”) and 
H, be the closed span in H of all eigenfunctions associated with real eigen- 
values of A, and H, = Hj. Let l7, and IZ, be the orthogonal projections on 
H, and H,, respectively. Let II be the set of all real critical values of p(r), 
-4={p(O;tER”, gradp(t)=O}. (1.4) 
It is known that the number #A of ,4 is finite. Put 
N,=f{tER”; gradp(t)=O,p(t)=p}. (1.5) 
Then IVY is finite by (A.1). For x E R, [x] denotes the largest integer smaller 
than or equal to x, and xt = max(x, 0). 
Under (A.1) - (A.111) we have the following theorems. 
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THEOREM 1.1. (i) H, and H, are invariant subspaces under emifA for 
every t > 0. (ii) H, is a finite dimensional subspace such that 
where ,I runs over the set of all real eigenvalues of A, and P, is the 
orthogonal projection onto the eigenspace for A. (iii) H, = { f E H; emitAf + 0 
in L2,,,,(R”) as t + CO}. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let 
2 -c u < p/2 - 312 for n = I, 312 -c u < p/2 - 1 for n = 3, 
1 < 0 < @ + n)/2 - 3 for n = 2 or 4, 
1 < u < min@ - 2, @ + n)/2 - 3) for n > 5 and A = (,uO), 
(1.7) 
1 ( u < min@ - 512, p/2 + n/4 - 714) otherwise, 
s > 2a - 112, n= lor3, 
s > max(a + 1,2c7 + 2 - n/2), n>4orn=2. 
(1.8) 
Then e-i’AII, = eitA - CA e-“‘P, has the following expansion in 
B(0, s; 0, -s) as t + 0~) : 
(i) For n odd, 
to- 1121 
e -iq& = s x e-ifwt-U+l12)cy + o(t--(7), (1.9) 
pEA j=[nl2-5/21+ 
where the Cy are operators of ftnite rank. Here, and everywhere else, the 
convention is JJfck aj = 0 when 1 < k. 
(ii) For n > 6 and even, 
N(i) 
e --itA& = x Y e-i’Bt-i logk tCIk + o(t-“), 
WEA j=[Z-21 kt0 
(1.10) 
where N(j) = [ j/(n/2 - 2)] - 1 and the Cy,, are degenerate operators. 
(iii) For n = 2 or 4, 
e-itAn,= C T e-if”t-j@P(t) + ~(t-~-~) (1.11) 
LIEA j=O 
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for some E > 0, where the @f(t) are B(0, s; 0, +)-valued smooth function 
such that for any v > 0. 
@P(t) = log-k t CT,, + 0(1og-“-1 t) as t-03, (1.12) 
k=M(j) 
where M(0) = 1, and for j >, 1 M(j) = -j if n = 4 and M(j) = -jM, for 
some M,, with 0 < M, < 5N, + 1 ifn = 2, and sup, rank C$‘, < 00 for any j 
and p. 
Remark 1.3. The coefftcients Cy and CT,k in (1.9)~ (1.12) can be 
computed explicitly (see Theorems 4.4 - 4.1 in Section 4). For example, we 
have: 
(i) For n > 5 and odd, 
N 
c:/*-512 = Iif -4( ., P, Ve’““) P, Ve’“l’ ,=, (n - 2)(n - 4) 1 det 271~iaj p(r’)l”* eino”4 ’ (1.13) 
where (<I,..., <“G} = {< E R”;p(<) = ,u, VP(<) = 0}, o’ is the signature of 
[aiaj P(GIi,j 3 and (.A g> = S f (X) k?(X) h* 
(ii) For n > 6 and even, CE,,-,,, is equal to the right-hand side of 
(1.13). 
(iii) For n = 4, 
Cg,* = -jJ (*9 &j)V~, 
j=l 
where r,, = dim MN/P, H, I# E M,\P,H, and v/$~ E M,*\P, H. (For the 
generalized eigenspace M,, see (3.1) in Section 3.) 
(iv) For n = 2, (1.14) holds except that rLI is an integer <dim M,, 
y$‘EM,, and tyGjEM,*. 
(v) For n = 3, 
C; = i(ni)-“* 3 w$j)Vj’ - P, VFl; VP, 3 1 (1.15) 
where r,,, I,$, and I&~ have the same properties as in the case n = 4. (For 
F:, see Lemma 2.2.) 
(vi) For n = 1, (1.15) holds with I;: replaced by FT and r,, , I#, tq$.i 
having the same properties as in the case n = 2. 
Remark 1.4. Theorem 1.2, together with the interpolation theorem, 
implies that e -‘I”ZZ, = o(1) as t --f 03 in the operator norm in B(0, s; 0, -s) 
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for any s > 0. For example, if n # 2,4, then for any s > 0 there exists r > 0 
such that 
e - itAn, = qt ..- r) as t + co in B(0, s; 0, -s). 
Remark 1 S. In deducing the asymptotic expansions (1.9) - (1.12), the 
condition m’ < m - 1 in (A.111) is used only to establish high-energy 
resolvent estimates (Theorem 6.5 in Section 6). Resolvent expansions at low 
energy (Theorems 4.1 - 4.3, 6.3, 6.4, 7.2 - 7.5) hold also under a weaker 
condition that (1.3) is satisfied with m’ replaced by m (see Theorems 8.1, 
8.3, 8.4). 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give 
asymptotic expansions of the free resolvent R,(z) = (A, - z)- ’ as z 
approaches a critical value of p(r). In Section 3 we investigate properties of 
eigenstates and resonance states of A. In Section 4 we state theorems 
concerning asymptotic expansions of the resolvent R(z) = (A - z)-‘of A at a 
critical value of p(l). Section 5 is devoted to the proof of the theorems in 
Section 4. Using these Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 are proved in Section 6. In 
Section 7 we shall give a discussion on the case that every critical value is 
neither an eigenvalue nor resonance. It will be shown that in this case 
e-it”ZIs has a very simple asymptotic expansion as t -+ 00. In Section 8, for a 
general class of operators we shall establish results analogous to 
Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. 
Asymptotic formulas as t + co for solutions of hyperbolic equations will 
be given elsewhere. 
2. THE FREE RESOLVENT 
In this section we analyze some properties of the free resolvent R,(z) near 
a critical value of p(r). (For the critical value, see (1.4).) 
First we introduce a function space to be used throughout the paper. 
DEFINITION 2.1. For u > 0, a nonnegative integer k, 0 < t9 < 1, and a 
Banach space X, we say an X-valued function f belongs to o(cr, k + 8; X) if 
f(z) is holomorphic on U, = {z E C; 1 Re z ( < 6, 0 < Im z < 1 } for some 6, k- 
times continuously differentiable on u,\{O}, satisfies the estimates 
Ilf”‘(z)ll = o(zV-j) as z-+0 in u,, j=O ,..., k, (2.1) 
and, when k + 0 < cr + 1, the additional estimate 
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[J 
S-h 
Ilf'k'(x + iy + h) -fCk'(X + iy)II" dx -s 
I 
l/P 
,< Ch’, h>O,O<ySl, (2.2) 
wherep=co ifk+t9<aandp=(k+8-o)-‘ifa<k+C?<o+l. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let ,u E A, e(n) = 0 for n odd and c(n) = 1 for n even, 
o > -l/2 and s > max(a + 1, 2a + 2 - n/2). Then in B(0, s; m, -s) one has 
the expansion 
[o+ 1 -n/Z] 
R,(,u + z) = 2 Fyz”‘2-1+i(log z)t(n) + f G;zi + o(zU) (2.3) 
j=O j=O 
as z -+ 0 with Im z, Im z”‘, Im log z > 0, where the remainder term belongs 
to o(u, d; B(0, s; ([u] + l)m, -s))f or any d < s - l/2. More precisely, F; has 
the form 
where the &, are numerical constants and (<I,..., rNy} = {c E R”; p(r) =p, 
VP(<) = 0); in particular, 
FE = a;’ 2 l&t 27~3~ a,p(<‘)l-“’ e-inu’/4(., eiX”) eiXl’, 
/=I 
(2.5) 
where a, = -(-i)n’2 (n/2 - l)! for n even and a,, = z-I(-i)“” T(n/2) for n 
odd, I’(z) being the gamma function, and u’ is the signature of [aiaj p(c’)], j ; 
rank Fj” = N, d,, where d, is the dimension of the linear hull of {DT I rlij; 
1 al < 2j}; Fi” E B(0, r; v, -r) for any r > n/2 + 2j and v > 0; and 
Gj’ E B(0, r; (j + l)m, -r’) P-6) 
for r and r’ such that (i) r, r’ > 2j + 2 - n/2 and r + r’ > 2j + 2 when 
j < n/2 - 1 and p =po = infp(& (ii) r, r’ > j + l/2 and r + r’ > 2j + 2 
whenj<n/2- 1 andp#,uo; and (iii) r, r’ > 2j $ 2 - n/2 for j > n/2 - 1. 
Proof: We may assume that in a sufficiently small neighborhood of a 
critical point <’ 
j=I j=k+l 
(2.7) 
where k = n or 0 if the Hessian of p(r) at r’ is positive or negative definite, 
and 1 < k < n - 1 otherwise. Thus the first half of the lemma follows from 
580/49/l -2 
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Theorem 2.5 in [8] and its proof (see [8, pp. 94-1061). The properties of F,$’ 
can be deduced by using the stationary phase method and the formula 
(Ro(z)u, v) = ijr eifz [,f evirpct) i(<);(r) dt] dt, u, v E CF(R”), 
(2.8) 
where u^ is the Fourier transform of u. (For the stationary phase method, see, 
for example, (A.6) in [3].) (2.6) for the cases (ii) and (iii) can be easily 
shown. It remains to prove (2.6) for (i). When p = p0 and j ( n/2 - 1, we 
have 
G;u=F-‘[(p(@p)-‘-’ ~21, (2.9) 
where X-i is the inverse Fourier transformation. Using (2.7) and (2.9) we 
can easily obtain (2.7) for r + r’ > 2j + 2. (2.6) for r + r’ = 2j + 2 follows 
from Lemma 2.2 in [6]. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.3. There hold the equalities 
(A,-g)F:=O, (A,-p)G;= 1, (A,-@,u=F;-,, 
and 
(A,-p)Gj‘=Gj”_, for j> 1 
on Ho*’ with s suflciently large depending on j and n. 
Proof. Use the identity (A, - ,B) R,(z) = 1 + (z - P) R,(z). 
In what follows we shall use the notation 
Q.E.D. 
H m,s+O = (j H”“, Hm,r-0 = n Hm,r. (2.10) 
T>S I<S 
LEMMA 2.4. (i) Let k and j be integers such that 1 < k < 2j + 1. rf 
u E H0*2j+n/2to satisfies 
( 21, x”eiXE’ > = 0, Ia( <k, I= l,..., N,, (2.11) 
then FTu E Hv*-(2it”/2’+k-o for any v > 0. 
(ii) Let k and j be integers such that k > 1 and j > (n + k - 3112, and 
s=2j+2-n/2. Zf uEH”*Sto satisfies (2.11), then G~uEH(~~“~~-~~~-~. 
(iii) Let ,u # ,uo. rf u E HOTS with s > max( l/2, 2 - n/2) satisfies 
u* Izu = 0, I=, = {t E R”; ~(0 = PU, VP(~) f 01, (2.12) 
then Gtu E HmyrPo with r = min(n/2 - 2, s - 2). 
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(iv) Let k = 1 or 2. Zf u E ZZoVs with s > max(n/2 + k - 1, 2 - n/2) 
satisfies (2.12) and (2.11) for k, then Gcu E Hm*r-o with r = min(n/2 + 
k - 2, s - 2). Furthermore, when n = 1 and k = 2, Cc u E Hm*s-2. 
Remark 2.5. (i) For u E HoVn’2to, Ft u = 0 if and only if (2.11) holds for 
k = 1. (ii) The range of Ft is equal to {z, c,eiXr’; c, E C}. 
Proof of Lemma 2.4. (i) and (ii) follow from Theorem 2.5 in [8], since in 
a neighborhood of l’ 
u, E Hzc+n’2-k+o, 
if u satisfies (2.11). 
For n < 2 or s < 3/2 (iii) follows without (2.12) from Lemma 2.2. Let us 
show (iii) for n > 3 and s > 3/2. By localization in the &space we may 
assume that p(l) - ,U has the form (2.7). If k = n or 0, (iii) can be easily 
deduced. Let 1 < k < n - 1. Choose C”-functions do, $i ,..., 4, on the unit 
sphere S” such that CJEo #j(<) = 1 on S” and for j > 1 
s"PP$jc iti ltjl> 1/2nv 
~(.MG+ 1 + . ..+<.,-<: -... - t: + Hj) ti') 2 1/8n2}, 
where e(j)= 1 for 1 <j<k and e(j)=-1 for k<j<n. Put wj= 
~j(r/lrl) i(r). Then we have tat Ip(<) -,u > ]r12/8n2 on Supp wo, and for 
l<j<n 
Thus application of a slight modification of Lemma 6.10 in [8] to wj, 
1 <j < n, yields (iii). 
(iv) can be shown similarly. Q.E.D. 
The following lemma can be shown in the same way as Lemma 2.4. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let k be a positive integer, s > n/2 + k, (I < s/2 + n/4 - 1, 
and 
X” = {u E H”*s; (u, Xaeixc’ ) = 0 for any 1 a I < k and 1= l,..., N, }. 
Then, in B(XS, Hm7-s+k ), R,(z +p) has the expansion (2.3) with the 
remainder term o(u, d; B(XS; H(tU1t l)m,--s+k)) for any d < s - k - l/2. 
Similar results hold for R,*(z + ,u). 
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3. EIGENFUNCTIONS AND RESONANCE FUNCTIONS 
In this section we introduce a generalized eigenspace M,, ,U E A, for the 
operator A, and investigate properties of eigenfunctions and resonance 
functions. 
We denote by .%?(Ff) the range of Fg, where Fg is the operator (2.5). We 
Put 
M, = (u E Hm~n’2-2-o; (1 + G; V)U = 0) for n > 3, 
M, = Iu E Hm.-“I*-0; (1 + G; V)U E S(F;), F; Vu = 0) for n < 2. 
(3.1) 
(As for the definition of M, for more general operators, see Definition 8.8 in 
Section 8.) We have, by Lemma 2.3, that 
(A -p)u=O for uEM,. (3.2) 
Furthermore, we shall see below that P, H c M,, where P, is the orthogonal 
projection onto the eigenspace for ,K We call a function in M,\P,H a p- 
resonance function. We define M: by (3.1) with Gz, Fg , and V replaced by 
(Gil*, GW”, and V*, respectively, where the adjoints are L,-adjoints. We 
may and shall call a function in Mz\P, H a ,u*-resonance function because 
of the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1. (i) For u E H”, (A - ,u) u = 0 if and only if (A * - ,u) u = 0. 
(ii) V* = V 011 P, H. 
Proof: The proof is similar to that of Proposition 6 in [ 111. Since 44 is 
dissipative, Im((A -p)(u + EV), u + EU) < 0 for any E > 0, and U, u E H”‘. If 
(A - ,u) u = 0, we obtain that 
for any t’ E H”, 
which implies that (A * - ,u) u = 0. The converse is shown similarly. 
(ii) is obvious, since A,* = A,. 
Q.E.D. 
For M, we have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.2. (i)Lets>1/2-pforn>3ands>2-n/2-pforn<2. 
Then u in H”,” belongs to M, if (1 + GE v)u = 0 for n > 3, (1 + Gg v>u E 
,%?(Ft) and Ft Vu = 0 for n < 2. 
(ii) M, = P,H lj’n > 5. 
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(iii) Let n < 4. For u E HmYr-’ with r=n/2-2 for n=3 or 4 and 
r = -n/2 for n = 1 or 2, u belongs to P, H tf and only tf 
(1 +G;V)u=O, (3.3) 
(Vu, x”eiX”) = 0, (al,<[2-n/2],1=1,..., N,. (3.4) 
(iv) P,H = M, n HmYs-‘, where s=n/2- 2 for n> 5, s= 1 for 
n = 4 or 2, s = 112 for n = 3 and s is any positive number for n = 1. 
Proof (i) Let n > 3 and ,U fp,. Since (1 + Gz v)u = 0 and 
Im( Vu, u) < 0, a slight modification of Lemma 6.7 in [ 81 shows that 
i2 IT” = 0, (3.5) 
where Z’, is the set in (2.12). Thus Lemma 2.4 (iii) shows that u E H”.“-” 
with s’ = min(-s + p - 2, n/2 - 2), from which we have that u E H”SS”po 
with s” = min(-s + 2@ - 2), n/2 - 2), and so on. Hence we obtain that 
u E Hmqn/2-2-o, which proves (i) for n > 3 and ,u # ,u,. For n > 3 and 
,U = ,u,, we can use (2.6); and for n < 2, Lemma 2.4(iv). 
(ii) For u E P,H, (1 + Ro(,u + is)V)u = -isR,(,u + is)u for any E > 0. 
Since sR,(jt + is)u converges to zero in L, as E + 0, we get (3.3). This proves 
(ii), for M, c P, H when n > 5. 
(iii) and (iv). If u satisfies (3.3) and (3.4), then Lemma 2.4(iv) shows 
that uEP,H~H”*“-~ with s being the constant in (iv). Conversely, let 
u E P, H. We show (3.4) only for the case that p(c) -,u = l<12. Since u 
satisfies (3.3), we have that %(O) It]-2 =--c(r) + (G(O) - I$<)) ]rl-‘. 
Since I<\ -’ @ Hlof n/2-2, this together with Lemma 2.4(iv) shows that &(O) = 0 
if n < 4, which proves (3.4) for n = 3,4. Similar argument shows (3.4) for 
n= 1,2. Q.E.D. 
The following lemma can be shown in the same way as Lemma 3.2. 
LEMMA 3.3 The results in Lemma 3.2 hold with M,, G;, F;, and V 
replaced M,*, (Gt)*, (Ft)*, and V*, respectively. 
4. RESOLVENT EXPANSIONS AT A CRITICAL VALUE 
Let R(z) = (A - z)- ’ be the resolvent of the operator A satisfying 
(A.1) - (A.111). By (A.11) and (A.III), R(z) exists on {z E C; Im z > 0). In 
this section we give asymptotic formulas of the resolvent R(z) as z 
approaches a critical value ,U of p(r). We also give a formula to determine 
the coeffkients in the expansions (1.9) - (1.12) of e-““ZI, as t + co. 
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THEOREM 4.1. Let ,a E A. Let 
2<u<p/2-312 ifn= 1, 3/2<a<p/2-1 $n=3, 
1 < (T < @ + n)/2 - 3 tf n=2,4,orn>5 and,u=pu,, (4.1) 
1 < 0 < min@ - 512, p/2 + n/4 - 714) if ,u#p,, and n>5, 
s > 2a - l/2, n= 1 or3, 
s > max(a + 1,2a + 2 - n/2), n=2orn>4. 
(4.2) 
Then there exists a positive constant 6 such that R(z + ,u) has the following 
expansioninB(O,s;m,-s)asz~OwithO<~z~<6andO~argz,<rr: 
(i) For n odd, 
[Zo-21 
R(z + ,u) = 2 z”‘Bi” + o(zU- ‘), (4.3) 
j= -2 
whereBY,=-P,andBP=Oforjoddand-l<j,<n-8. 
(ii) For n > 6 and even, 
R(z+.u)= 1 2 r’ logk zB$‘, + o(zO-I), 
j=-1 k=O 
(4.4) 
where v(j) = [(j + l)/(n/2 - 2)] and BC I ,0 = -P, . 
(iii) For n = 4 or 2, 
lo-11 
R(z+p)= z ‘? 
j=-1 k=-(%1)M, 
zj log-k zB$‘, + o(zO~‘+‘) (4.5) 
for some E > 0, where M, = 1 for n = 4 and M, is an integer such that 
O~M,~5N,+lforn=2,B’,,_,=O,B~,.,=P,,andtheinJiniteseries 
converges uniformly on any compact set of {z; 0 < 1 z 1 < 6, Im z > 0). 
Furthermore, the BT for j odd and the BIk for k # 0 are all degenerate 
operators, and the remainder terms in (4.3) - (4.5) actually belong to 
o(a - 1 + E, u + E; B(0, s; m, -s)) for some E > 0. 
Remark. The assumptions (A.1) N (A.111) can be weakened. See 
Theorem 8.1 in Section 8. 
The following theorem gives an algorithm to determine the coefficients B; 
and BIk. In what follows, when there is no danger of confusion we shall 
write P=P,, Fj=Fy, Gj=Gj”, BJ=Br, etc. 
THEOREM 4.2. The coeflcients in the expansions (4.3) - (4.5) are deter- 
mined by the formula 
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=pio [-s,(z)’  zn’2-1+k(logz)““‘F;V+ f zkGf V j 
k=[3--n/2]+ k=2 
x S,(z)-’ 2 (z”‘2-‘+k(log z)‘(“)F; + zkG;) + o(zO-I+‘) (4.6) 
k=O 
as z * 0, where the series in the right-hand side is a formal series in an 
extended sense: for a given V only a finite number of terms needed to 
determine the coeflcients in (4.3) N (4.5) exist as bounded operators, and 
S,(z)-’ has the following form: 
(i) For n > 5, 
S,(z)-’ =z-‘PV+ 2 z’(-K,G, VY’K,, 
j=O 
(4.7) 
where K, is an operator satisfying 
(1 +G,V)K,+G,VPV=K,(l +G,V)+PVG,V= 1, 
K,G,VPV=PVG,VK,=PV(l +G,V)=(l +G,V)PV=O. 
(4.8) 
Here, and everywhere else, the convention is P = 0, when no eigenfunctions 
exist. 
(ii) For n = 3, 
s(z)-’ = z-l PV+z-“2Q,V+K 
-[I+z”~(KF~V+QVG,V)+ZKG,V]-’ 
x [zI/~(KF~ VK + QVGl VK + KG, VQV) + zKG, VK]. (4.9) 
Here Q = Q, and K are operators satisfying 
(l+GoV)K+FoVQV+G,VPV 
=K(l +G,V)+QVF,V+PVG,V= 1, (4.10) 
QV(l+GoV)=PV(l+GoV)=(l+GoV)KFoVQV=PVFoV 
= KG, VPV= QVG, VPV= 0, 
(l+GoV)QV=(l+GoV)PV=QVFoVK(l+GoV)=FoVPV 
(4.11) 
= PVG, VK = PVG, VQV = 0, 
Q= -QVG,. (4.12) 
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Furthermore, the operator Q, has the form 
Q, = ;” (‘3 VCj) Vj”, (4.13) 
j= 1 
where rP = dim M,/PH, the vj” are p-resonance functions such that 
(F, V~~}~=, is linearly independent, and the W”*j are p *-resonance functions 
such that {F$V*W$~}~ is linearly independent. Here, and everywhere else, the 
convention is Q, = 0, when no such functions exist. 
(iii) For n = 4, 
S(z)-1 = z ~‘~V+z~‘log-‘zQV+K 
-(I +log-‘zQVG,V+zlogzKF,V+zKG,V)-’ 
x [z-’ log-* zQVG, VQV+ log-‘z(KG, VQV+ QVG, VK) 
+ z log zKF, VK + zKG, VK], (4.14) 
where Q and K have the same properties as in (ii). 
(iv) For n = 1, 
S(z)-‘=z-1PV+z-“2QV+K+z”2J,,V 
-{~+z”~[JV(~+G,,V)+KF~V+QVG~V] 
+ z(JVF, V + KG, V) + z3’*JVG, V) -’ 
x {z[JV(l + G,V)JV+KF,VJV+JVF, VK 
+QVG,VJV+JVG,VQV+KG,VK] 
+ z3’*(JVF, VJV + KG, VJV+ JVG, VK) + z*JVG, VJV}. (4.15) 
Here Q, K, and J= J, are operators satisfying 
F,VJV+(l +G,V)K+F,VQV+G,VPV= 1, 
JVF,V+K(l +G,V)+QVF,V+PVG,V= 1, 
(4.16) 
Q = -KF, - QVG, - PVF, , (4.17) 
J = [JV(l + G, V) JV + KF, VJV + JVF, VK + QVG, VJV 
+JVG,VQV+KG,VK]F,-JVG,-KF,-QVG,, (4.18) 
(A -PUY= Q --F,,P, (A*-p)J*=Q*-F$P*. (4.19) 
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Furthermore, the operators Q and J are degenerate operators of the forms 
Q = 1 (-7 ~*j> Wjv J=C (*,X*j>Xj, 
j j 
where vj E M, v*j E M*, and xj, xej E Hm*-5/2--0. 
(v) For n = 2, 
S(z)-‘=~-~f’V+z-~log-~zQV+ 5 z-’ lock zQ,,k V 
(4.20) 
k=2 
-1 
+ Y- log-kzQ,,kV+K+lo,-lzJI’ 
k =-M, 
- 1 +log-‘z[JV(l +G,,V)+QVG,V+Q,,,F,V] 
I 
+ -? 10g-kZ(Tk+lF, v+ T,G, v> 
kc2 
+ i zlog-kz(T 
-1 
k+lF1b’-+TkGIV)+zlog-‘zJvGIV 
k= -M, I 
.44,+2 
+G,V)JV+ c (T/+,F,VT,_, 
I=1 
+ T24F, VT,,, + T,G, VT,-, + T,-[G, VT,) 1 
+ f log-k Z MFk (T,, ,F, VT,-, + T -,F, VT,, I +T,G, VT,-, 
k-3 /=2 
+ Tk-,G, VT,) 
+ 6 i z log-kz 
( 
i T,+,F,VT,-,+ 2 T,G,vT,-, 
k- -2M, I=k-I l=k-1 I! 
(4.21) 
with 7;=Q,,,Vfor k>2 or k<-I, T,,=K, and T,=JV. Here J,K, Q, 
and Qk = Q,,k are operators satisfying (4.16) and 
Q=-Q,VFo-QVG,, 
Q/c=-Qk+lVF,-Qe,vG, for k > 2 or k < -2, (4.22) 
Q- , = -KFO - Q-, VG, - PVF, , (4.23) 
J=-S,,,F,-JVG,-Q,VF,-QVG,, (4.24) 
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(A -p)J=Q, (A*-,u)J*=Q*, (4.25) 
where S,,, is the coefficient of logm2 z in the expansion of S(z)-‘; Q and J 
have the forms (4.20) with Wi E M, vI*j E M*, and Xj, X*j E Hmq-3p0; and 
the Qk are degenerate operators of the forms 
Qk = x (‘3 V’*kj) wkj, (4.26) 
where tyki and y*kj are functions in H”’ - ’ -’ such that 
(1 + Go v> vlti E s(E;n), (1 + G,*V*) w*kj E <%(F$). (4.27) 
Furthermore, 
F log-k zQkV= 
k:2 
Y- 1 -1 
logj zRj V logy z + x aj logj z , (4.28) 
j=O 
where y is an integer such that 0 < y < SN, t 1, the aj are numerical 
constants, and the Rj are degenerate operators. 
Remark. When n = 3 or 4 and dim M/PH = 1, Q can be determined 
completely by using QV = QVF, VQE With F, = C, c,(., e’*“) e’““‘, define a 
canonical resonance state w by 
(1 +G,Vj,v=O and y ci”( Vtq, e’““‘) = 1; (4.29) 
and determine w* by 
(ltG,*V*)v*=O, 1 c,(Viy, eiX”)(eiX”‘, V*ty,) = 1; (4.30) 
I 
then Q = (., w*)w. 
The following theorem is a corollary of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2. 
THEOREM 4.3. (i) If n > 6, p > 4, and p =,ao, 
[n/2-21 
R(z+p)=-z-‘P+ c ziT,+z”‘2-3(logz)““‘PVFoVP 
j=O 
+ z”‘*-*(log z)‘(“) T + o(z”‘~-*) 
as z + 0 in B, with s > n/2, where B, = B(0, s; m, -s) and 
(4.3 1) 
T= PVF,(l - VPVG, - VKG,) + KF, VP + PVF, VP 
- PVF, VPVG, VP - PVG, VPVF, VP. (4.32) 
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(ii) If n = 5 and p > 4, (4.31) holds with T replaced by 
T + (PVF, V)” P, where T is given in (4.32). 
(iii) If n > 6, p > 4, and ,a # ,au,, R(z + ,a) has the expansion (4.3 1) in 
B, for s > 512 with n/2 - 2 replaced by l/2. 
(iv) Ifn=4 andp>4, 
R(z +p) = -z -‘P- G z-’ log-kz(-QVG, V)k-l Q + logzPVF, VP 
k:’ 
+KG,+QVF,+PVG,+PVG,VP+QVF,VP+PVF,VQ 
m 
+ v log-k Z&,, + o(f) 
k-l 
(4.33) 
in B, with s > 2, where E is a positive constant depending only on s and 
B,,, = UkK - Uk-‘KG, VQ + UkQVF, + Uk-‘QVG, + KF, VUkQ 
+ UkQVF, VP + PVF, VUkQ + Uk-‘QVG, VP + PVG, VUk-‘Q 
+ QVF, VUk-‘Q + 1 (U’KF,, VU’Q + U’-‘KG, VU’Q 
i+j=k 
i.i> 1 
+ U’QVF, VUj-‘Q + U’-‘QVG, VU’-‘Q) 
with U = -QVG, V. 
(v) Ifn=3 andp>5, 
in B, with s > 512, where 
B, =: -L + PVF, VQ + QVF’ VP + PVG, VP - (PVF, V)’ P, (4.36) 
B, = -J + PVF, VL + PVG, VQ + QVG, VP + QVF, VQ + PVF, VP 
+ KF, VP - (PVF, V)’ Q + (PVF, V)3 P 
- [PVF, V(PVG, V + QVF, V) 
+ (PVG, V + QVF, v) PVF, VIP, (4.37) 
where L = -KG,, - QVF,, - PVG, and 
.I= - KF,,(l - VKG,) -KG, VQ - QVG,( 1 - VKG,) - PVF,. (4.38) 
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(vi) Ifn = 2 and p > 6, 
2 
~~~ +pl> = -z-‘P-Z-’ log-’ zQ - kz2 z-’ lwkzQ, - ,=;,+, log kzQk 
Y 
+ log z(PVF, VP - Q-,) + \“- 
kr0 
log-k zB,,, + o(z’) (4.39) 
in B, with s > 3, where F is a positive constant depending only on s and 
B,,, = JVFo + KG, + QVF, + PVG, + PVG, VP + QVF, VP + PVF, VQ, 
(4.40) 
B,,,=-J+Q,VF,VP+PVF,VQ,+QVG,VP+PVG,VQ+QVF,VQ 
- QVF, VQ2 VF, - PVG, VQ2 VFo - PVF, VQj VF,. (4.4 1) 
(vii) If n = 1 and p > 7, 
R(~+~)=-~~‘P+z-~‘~(PVF~VP-Q)+B,+~”’B, 
+ zB, + o(z) (4.42) 
in B, with s >‘7/2, where B, and B, have the forms (4.36) and (4.37), 
respectively, with F, and F, replaced by F, and F,, respectively, J being the 
operator given in Theorem 4.2(iv), and L = -JVF, - KG, - QVF, - PVG,. 
Using Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 we can compute the coeffkients CT and CT,, 
in (1.9) - (1.12). 
THEOREM 4.4. (i) For n odd, 
Cp = ~-‘(-iy’-“~ r(j + l/2) B,-, , (4.43) 
where r is the gamma function. 
(ii) For n > 6 and even, 
c;,=-(k-t I)(-iy’(j- l)!By-,,k+, (4.44) 
N(i) + 1 
+ x ix-’ sin xAeinA”I’(A + 1) (A3=j-, BjU_ ,,I. 
l=k+2 
(iii) For n = 2 or 4, 
(4.45) 
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where ajok =O for-j> 1, Lljkk = 0 for j > 1, Ujkk = (-l)k+’ i’/(-j)! for j < 0, 
andfor I<k- 1 
Z(l+ l)... (k- 1) iz-, k-’ 
ajrk = (-1)’ 
(k - I)! 
sin n1ei”“2r(k + 1) ]A XjP 1. 
Remark. As for the coefficient of t-“‘*+I in (1.9) and (1.10) for 
A = --,1 + V in L,(R”) with n > 5, there is a discrepancy between our 
formula and Jensen’s formula in [5, Remark 8.3, p. 791. He claims that the 
coefficient is equal to cPVF, VP for some numerical constant c. By our 
computation, however, the coefficient is equal to CT with T given in (4.32). 
5. PROOF OF THEOREMS 4.1-4.3. 
This section is devoted to the proof of Theorems 4.1 - 4.3. The proof is 
decomposed into some steps. 
Since without loss of generality we may assume that p = 0, we assume in 
this section that ,u = 0, and write Fj = Fj’, Gj = Gj”, P = P,, etc. 
For o > 0, we put 
lo+ 1 -n/z1 
R,(z;a)= f z’G,+ -S 
,YO 
z”‘2- I +j(log +“)Fj. (5.1) 
j=O 
Set 
S(z) = 1 + Ro(z; l)V, R”(z) = R,(z) - Ro(z; 1). 
Then Lemma 2.1 and (A.111) yield the following lemma. 
(5.2) 
LEMMA 5. Let 
c, = 4 - n/2 if n < 4 or p = ,u,, c, = 312 otherwise, (5.3) 
and c,<s<p-c,. Then S(z) and x,(z)V are (multi-valued if n Q 4) 
holomorphic functions on C\(O) to B(m, --s; m, -s). Furthermore, 
Ro(z)V= O(zl+c) as z -0, (5.4) 
for some E > 0 depending only on s. 
The following lemma is a basis to construct asymptotic expansions of 
R(z). 
LEMMA 5.2. There exists z. such that Im z. > 0 and S(z,) is invertible 
in B(m, -s; m, -s)forc,<s<p-cc,. 
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Proof Suppose that S(z) is not invertible for any z with Im z > 0. Since 
Fj V and Gj I’ in (5.1) are all compact operators, for any e > 0 there is u, in 
H m*ps such that I/ u,lI = 1 and S(k) u, = 0. Using the identity 
(1 -R(z)V)(l +R,(z)V)= 1 on H”‘-“, Imz > 0, (5.5) 
we have 
(1 + IIW)W IlK4i~>~ll > 1, (5.6) 
where the norm is in B(m, --s; m, -s). Since (A.11) implies that 
llR@)ll ~~~~~~~~~~ G C(Im W as z -+ 0 with Im z > 0, (5.7) 
we obtain by (5.6) and (5.7) that 1 < o(l) as E + 0. This is a contradiction. 
Q.E.D. 
A main step to the construction of asymptotic formula for R(z) is the 
following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. S(z) is invertible on (z E C; 0 < IzI < S} for some 
6 > 0, and S(z) has the form given in (4.7) - (4.28). 
For the proof of Proposition 5.3 we prepare an elementary lemma. 
LEMMA 5.4. ZfR(z) = z-IT+ o(z-‘) as z -+ 0 in B(0, s; m, -s)for some 
s > 0, then T = -P. (Rigorously, T is the restriction of-P to Li .) 
ProojI Since R(z)= O(z-‘) in B(L,, L2), Corollary VII.7.5 in 12, 
p. 5971 shows that 
L,(R”) = H = AH @ (x E H; Ax = O), 
and -zR(z) converges as z-+0 in the strong operator topology to the 
projection E whose null space and range are AH and {x; Ax = 0}, respec- 
tively. On the other hand, Lemma 3.1 asserts that {x;Ax = 0) = 
(x; A*x = 0). Thus E is the orthogonal projection P onto the eigenspace 
associated to zero eigenvalue. Hence, Tu = -Pu for any u E L;. Q.E.D. 
We now proceed to the proof of Proposition 5.3, which is somewhat long. 
Proof of Proposition 5.3. (i) Assume that n > 5. Since S(z) - 1 = Go V + 
zG, V is a compact operator-valued holomorphic function on C, the analytic 
Fredholm theory, together with Lemma 5.2, shows that in a neighborhood of 
zero S(z)-’ has a Laurent series expansion 
s(z)-’ = F Z’Sj 
j=k 
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for some integer k. Since (5.5) implies that S(z)-’ = (1 - R(z)V)(l + kO(z) 
KS(z)-‘), we can conclude by (5.7) that k> -1. Now let us show that 
S(z)- ’ has the form (4.7). We obtain by S(z) S(z)- ’ = 1 that 
(l+GoV)Sj+G,VSj-I=6,i (5.8) 
for any j, where Sj = 0 for j < -2, 6, = 1, and Sj = 0 for j # 0. Similarly, 
Sj(l + G, V) + S,_, G, I’= Sj. (5.9) 
Calculating S,[(l+G,V)Sj+G,vs,_,]+s_,[(l+G,V)sj+l+G,VS,] 
by using (5.8) and (5.9), we obtain that 
Sj+SoG,VSj_,=6jSo+6j+,S_,. (5.10) 
From (5.10) we get (4.7) with K = S, if we show that S-, = PI’, which is 
proved as follows. Since R(z) = (1 +R,(z)V)-’ R,(z) for Imz > 0 and 
S(z)-] = O(z-‘), (5.4) yields 
R(z) = g s(z)-’ [-ITo VS(z)-‘]jR,(z) (5.11) 
j=O 
for z with Im z > 0 and IzI sufficiently small. This shows that R(z) = 
z-‘Se,G, +o(z-‘) in B(0, s; m, -s). By Lemma 5.4, S-i Go = -P. Since 
1 - R(z)V= (1 +R,(z)l/)-’ = S(z)-’ + o(z-‘) as z--r 0, we thus obtain 
that S -, = PV. The equalities (4.8), except for PVG, VK = 0, have already 
been shown by (5.8) - (5.10). Since the equalities 
Sj+Sj-1G,VSo=6jSo+6j+IS_, (5.12) 
can be shown in the same way as (5.10), we obtain that PVG, VK = 0. The 
proof for n > 5 is now complete. 
(ii) Assume that n = 3. Then S(z) = 1 + Go V + z”‘Fo V + zG, V is a 
polynomial of zi”, and so we obtain in the same way as in (i) that 
s(z)-‘= -f zjJ2s. J and s-2 = PV. 
j= -2 
We obtain by S(z) S(z) -’ = 1 that 
for any j, where Sj = 0 forj< -3. By S(z)-‘S(Z) = I, 
Sj(l +GoV)+Sj-IFoV+Sj-2G,V=6j. 
(5.13) 
(5.14) 
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Calculating CiEo S-,[(I + Go V) Sj+/+ +Fo VSj+k_l + G, VS,i+k-2] by 
using (5.13) and (5.14), we get 
We have from (5. IS) that 
c zj’*Sj+z”*(SOFOV+S~,G, V) f zj12s. ,, 
j=l j=O 
+zS,G,V f zi/*Sj=O, 
.j-I 
which implies (4.9) with So = K and S-, = QV. It remains to show the 
properties of Q and K. (4.10) has already been shown by (5.13) and (5.14). 
Let us show (4.11). Since F. VS-, = 0 by Lemma 3.2, (5.13) for j = -1 
implies that (1 + Go V) S-, =O. Since S_,F, =0 by Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, 
we also obtain that S-,(1 + Go V) = 0. Furthermore, 
Sp,G,VS-,=-[S,(l+G,f’-)+S,~,,V]S~,=O, 
,S,G, T/S-, = -[S,(l + Go V) + S,F, I’] S, =O. 
Similarly, Sp,G, VS-, = S-,G, VS, = 0. We have by (5.15) for j = 0 that 
(1 + Go I’) S,F, VX, = 0. Similarly, S-, F, VS,,(l + Go v> = 0. This 
completes the proof of (4.11). It remains to prove S- , = Q V with Q having 
the properties stated in Theorem 4.2. We have that 
O=Sp,(l +G,V)S,=S_,(l -F,VS_, -G,VS-2). 
Thus s_,=S_,FoVS-,+S_,G,Vp2, which implies that S, is a 
degenerate operator. We put 
Q=-S-,Go= 2: ('3 v*j) vj, (5.16) 
j=l 
where ( vj)j and { v*j}j are linearly independent. Since S ,(l + Go V) = 0, 
S- , = QV and Q = -QVG, . Thus we obtain that rank S , = rank Q and 
{ V*W*~}~ is also linearly independent. Since (1 + Go V) S, = 0 and 
{ V*W*~}~ is linearly independent, we obtain that (1 + Go I’) wj = 0 for any j. 
We have that 
Q* = 1 (‘9 Vj> ~*,i and Q* = -G,*S”, = -G,*V*Q*, 
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which implies that (1 + G,*V*) v/*~ = 0 for any j. Thus 
Vj E M and y*j E M”. (5.17) 
Since S-,F,VS-,=S-,, rankF,KS-,=rankS_,. Thus {FOV~j)i is also 
linearly independent. This, together with (5.17) and Lemma 3.2, shows that 
the vj are resonance functions. Similarly, since rank S- , F, = rank S ~, , 
rank F*S!, = rank ST,. 0 This implies that {F,*V*~I,~}~ is linearly 
independent and that the wej are resonance states. It remains to show that 
r = dim M/PH. (4. lo), (4.1 l), and Lemma 3.2 show that 
dim M = dim ker( 1 + Go V) = rank F. VQV + rank G, VPV, 
rank F. VQV ,< dim M/PH, rank G, VPV< dim PH. 
Hence. 
r=rankQ=rankS-,=rankF,VS-,=dimM/PH, 
rank G, VPV = dim PH. 
(5.18) 
(iii) Assume that II = 4. Then S(z) = 1 + Go V + z log zFo V + zG, V. 
Since Go V is a compact operator, there exists a degenerate operator F-, 
such that 1 + Go V-F-, is invertible. Thus, for sufficiently small z, 
S(z) = (1 + F(z))( 1 + Go V - F-, + zG, V), 
F(z)=(F-,+zlogzF,Q(l +G,V-F_,+zG,V)-‘. 
(5.19) 
In order to construct S(z)-’ we must solve the equation 
(1 + F(z))u = w. 
Let Zl be a projection onto the linear hull of the ranges of F-, and F, V. 
Obviously, ZI is of finite rank. We have that (1 - n)u = (1 - n)w and 
(Z7 + nF(z)IZ)u = ZZw - F(z)( 1 - Z7)w. Since Lemma 5.2 asserts that 
1 + F(z,) is invertible for some z. with Im z. > 0 and 1 z,, 1 < 1, 
det(1 + ZZF(z)U) f 0. Thus we obtain that in nHrn,-” 
[n + nF(z)fl] - ’ = (dji(Z)/d(Z))i,j 3 (5.20) 
where d(z) = det(n + I7F(z)I7) and the dij(z) are the cofactors of 
17 + nF(z)IZ. Since rank F, V < N, , we see that d(z) and d, have the forms 
d(z) = 3 f&(Z) logk z, d,(z) = 2 fijk(Z) logk z, (5.21) 
k=O k=O 
580/49/l 3 
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where fk and j$,, are holmorphic in a neighborhood of zero. Thus there exist 
a positive constant 6, integers I < N,, and v such that 
[n + nF(z)n] -1 = 7 G 
IT,, kL-, 
zj log k zEjk (5.22) 
in (z E C; 0 < iz] < a}, where the convergence is uniform on any compact 
set of {z E C; 0 < ]z] < 6). Since 
[I +F(z)]-‘= 1 -I7+ [II+17F(z)ZZP’ [I&F(z)(l -Z7)], (5.23) 
(5.19) and (5.22) yield 
S(z)-‘= g 9 zj log-k zs,j&, 
,j:-I /(-l-l 
(5.24) 
where S-,,,=PV and Sl,*,= 0 for k ( 0, which is shown by the same 
argument as in (i). By S(z) S(z) - ’ = S(z) - ’ S(z) = 1, 
(l+G,V)Sj,k+FoVsj.-,,k+, +G, VS,i-I,k=djdk, (5.25) 
Sj,k(l +G,V)+S,i-,,k+,FoV+Sj~,.kG,V=6jBk, (5.26) 
where Sj,k = 0 for j < -1 or k < -I - 1. With Tjvk being the left-hand side of 
(5.25), calculate 
So,oTj,k+S-1,ITj+I,k-I +S-,,,Tj+l,k 
by using (5.25), (5.26), and ,!_,.,I$, V= 0 (by Lemma 3.2). Then 
Sj,k + S-,,,G, VSj,k-1 + s,,,Fo VSj--l,k+l + S,,,G, VSjpl.k 
=6j6ksCl,0+6j+16ks-l,ll+6j+16k-ls-~,k~ (5.27) 
From this we get (4.14) by the same method as in (ii) with S,,, = K and 
S _, , _, = Q V. The properties of Q and K can be shown in the same way as 
in (ii). 
(iv) For n= 1, S(z)=z- “‘F,V+ 1 +G,V+z,‘*F,V+zG,V. The 
same argument as in (iii) shows that 
Co 
s(z)-’ = c z”YTj, (5.28) 
j= -2 
F,VSj+,+(l+GoV)Sj+F,VSj_,+G,VSj~Z=~j, (5.29) 
Sj+,FoV+ Sj(l + Go v> + Sj-lF, V+ Sj-zGl V=Sj, (5.30) 
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where S -z = PV and Sj = 0 for j < -2. Combining (5.29) and (5.30) we 
have 
Sji-[S,(l+GoV)+SoF,V+S-,G,V]Sj-,+(S,F,V+S,G,V)Si-2 
t-S,G2VSj-3=6j-1S, +djS,+dj+IS-1 +dj+2S-,* (5.3 1) 
From this we get (4.15) with S, = JV, S, = K, and S_ I = QV. The relation 
(4.16) has already been proved. It remains to show the properties of Q and J. 
Putting 
Q=-S,F,-S-,G,-S-,F,, (5.32) 
we have the equalities S_ , = QV and (4.17). Since S_ I is a degenerate 
operator, we can write 
Q = i (*, W*j) Wjv 
j=l 
where { vj)i and { w*j}j are linearly independent, respectively. We first show 
that w*j E M*. Lemmas 2.3 and 3.2 imply that 
PVF, = - PF,, F, VP = -F, P. (5.33) 
By (5.32) and (5.33), 
Q<l + VG,)=(P-S,)F,. (5.34) 
Thus (1 + G,* V*) vej E 9’(F,*). Since S, = PV, we have that 
S-,&,(z) VS-, = z3”S-,F2 VS-, + o(z”‘) in B(m, --s; m, -s). Thus we 
obtain by (5.11) that -P= S-,G, i- S-,F, - S-,F, VS-,F,. Since 
P+S-,G,=P(l + VG,)=O and S_,F,,=PVI;,=O, we get 
S-,F,=O. (5.35) 
Hence, F,*ST, = 0 which implies that F$ V*Y/,~ = 0. Consequently, 
w+~ E M* by Lemma 3.2. Next we claim that vj E M. We have by (5.29) 
and (5.22) that 
(1 +G,V)Q=-(1 +G,V)S,I;,-(1 +G,V)S-,G, 
=(FoVS,+F,VS-,+G,VS-,-l)F,+(F~VS,+F,VS~,)G, 
= F,,(VS,F,, - 1 + V&G,) + F, VS-,G,. 
Since F, VS- 2 = - F,, PV, we get 
(1 +G,V)Q=F,(VS,F,,+ V&G,- 1 -PV). (5.36) 
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Thus (1 + G, V) vj E .g(F,). Similarly, F, VQ = -FO VS, F, = 
I( 1 + G, VJ S , + F, VSp, ] F, = 0, which completes the proof of the claim. 
Putting 
J=-SzF,,-S,Go-S,F,-Sm,G,, (5.37) 
we have the equalities S, = JV and (4.18). We write J= cj (e, x*~)x~, where 
J,x~}~ and {x*~}~ are linearly independent, respectively. Since .@(G$S?,) c 
Hm~ps’2po by Lemma 2.4(ii), we have that 2(J*) c Hm.-5’2-0. This implies 
that xej E Hmy-S/2-o. Since J(1 + VG,)=-S,F,-S,F,-S_,G,, 
(l+G,*V*)J*=-F,*S$-F:S,*-GTS”,. 
Since A F*S* =F*S,* and A,G, S * T,=G,*S*,=-Q*-F,*S,*+F,*P, 
we get th: kc&d hilf of (4.19). We have, by (5.29) and (5.32), 
(1 +G,V) J=FoV(S,FO+S2Go+S,F, +S,G,) (5.38) 
+F,V(S,Fo+SoGo+S-,F,+S~2G,)-F,-G,VQ. 
Since .1(G, VQ) c Hmq-5’2-o b y F, VQ= 0, (5.36) implies that .9(J) c 
H m,-512-O. Thus xj E Hm.~5/*-0~ Multiplying A, to both sides of (5.38) we 
have 
AJ = F. V(S, F. + So Go) - F, - Go VQ. 
On the other hand, -Go VQ = Q - F. V(S, F, + So Go) + F, - F. P. Hence 
the first half of (4.19) follows. The proof of te proposition for n = 1 is now 
complete. 
(v) For n=2, S(z)=logzFoV+(l+GoV)+ziogzF,V+zG,V. 
Thus the same argument as in (iii) yields the expansion (5.24) for S(z))‘. 
By S(z) S(z)-’ = S(z)-’ S(z) = 1, 
FO ‘Sj,k + I + (1 + Go v) Sj,k + F, VSj-l,k+l + G, VSj-,,k=~jBk, (5.39) 
Si.ki I FoV+Sj,k(l+GoI/?+Sj-l,k+, F, V+ Sjp,,kG, V=d,i6,. (5.40) 
Combining (5.39) and (5.40) we have that 
Sj,k +s-I,I(~ + GoV)Sj+,.k-1 + (So,oF~‘,+S-~,oF~ VSi.k+I 
+ [~~.~(‘+G~V)+~-~,~G~VI~.~,~~~+~O.OF~V~I~~.~+~ 
+ (so,,F, V+So,oG, V)Sj-1.k +So.,G,Vsj-l.k-l 
=sjs,-,sO,, +6jBkSO,O+~j+,Sk~,S~,,, +6j+,BkXI.O. (5.41) 
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Using (5.39) and the equality S- ,,k+, F, V + S I ,J 1 $ G, V) = 0 repeatedly, 
we have 
Here the sum is, actually, a finite sum because Sj,-N = 0 for suffkiently 
large N. Since S,,,FO V + S- ,,oF, V + S,. _ ,( 1 + G, v) = 0, we have 
Since S,,-, = 0 for sufficiently large N, finite applications of (5.39) and the 
equality S,,k+ ,F, V + S,,,( 1 + G, V) = 0 for k < -2 yield 
CSO,OFO v + S-l,OFl v)Sj,k+ I 
(5.43) 
= 2 SO,-I(F* VSj--l,k+l+l +G, VSj-1,k+/-Jjdk+,)* 
/=I 
Combining (5.40) - (5.43) we get 
Sj,k+ [so,l(l +G,V)+S-,,IG,V+S-,,zl;,VlSj,k-l 
+f (S- 1,1+1’1 V+ S-,./G, v>sj,,-/ 
I=2 
+ 2 (So,-,+~~~V+So,-,G~V)Sj-l,~+~ 
I-2 
+(S~,~~~V+S~,~~G~V)S~-~,~+~+(S~,~’~V+SO,OG~~’S~-~,~ 
+ So,lG, VSj-l,k-1 
= 5 dj+lBk-IS-l,l + fj ajdk+*SO,-I’ (5.44) 
1-o ,--, 
From this we get (4.21) with S-,., =PV, S-,,, = QV, S-,,, = QkV for 
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k < -1, S,,, = K, and S,,, = JV. In order to obtain (4.28) we have only to 
note that rank F,, V + rank P, V< 5N, and the formula (5.20) holds with 
F(z)=@-,+logzF,V+zlogzF,V)(l+G,V-F-,+zG,V)-’. 
This observation, together with (5.22) and (5.23), also shows that 
M, < 5N, + 1, where M, is the integer in (4.2 1). (4.16) has been shown 
already. It remains to show (4.22) - (4.25) and the properties of Q, J, and 
Qk. Put 
Q = -S-,,J, - S-l,IGo> Q,c= -S-,,k+,F,, - S-l,kG,, for k>2, 
(5.45) 
Qk = -So,,c+ ,Fo - So,kG for k < -2, 
Q-, = -&,,I;, - So,-1% -s-d,, 
(5.46) 
J=-S,,,F,-S,,,G,-S_,,,F,-S -1.1 G,. (5.47) 
Then we obtain the equalities S_ i,, = QV, S- ,,k = Qk V for k > 2, 
S,,, = Qk V for k < -1, S,,, = JV, and (4.22) - (4.24). Let us now proceed 
to the proof of the properties of vj, wti, ~jl*~, and w*kj. We have 
Q( 1 + VG,).= -Q2 Vi,,, Q/Al + VG) = -Q,c+ 1 VFo for Ikl>2, 
Q-,(1 + VG,)=-KF,-PVF,. (5.48) 
We have 
(l+G,V)Q-,=-<l+G,V)(S,,,F,+S,,-,G,) 
=(FoVSo,,+F,VS-,,,+G,VS_,,,-l)F, 
+ (F, Vs,,, + F, Vs- wJ Go 
=F,V(S,,,F,+S,,,G,)-F,+F,VS_,,,I;,+F,VS-,,,G,. 
Since S-,., F,, = 0 as in the case n = 1, we obtain that 
(1 +G,V)Q-,=F,,V(QVF,+KG,)-F,,+F,VPVG,. (5.49) 
Similarly, 
(1 + Go v)Q = -r;, VQ, (l+G,V)Q,=-FoVQ,., for jkl>2. 
(5.50) 
As in the case n = 1, we obtain that 
F,VQ=QVF,=O. (5.5 1) 
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(5.48)~ (5.51) show that wj E M,, v*j E M,, vki, Wan E I-I”‘-~-‘, and 
(1 + Go v> vu E 9(Fo), (1 + G,*V*) Wan E S(F,*). Since J(1 + VG,) = 
-S0,2FO-S-,,2F,-S-,,,G1, we have 
A*J* = -A,(F,*S& + F:SZ,,z + G:ST,,,) 
= -F$-,* -,,2 -G&Y!,,, = Q*. 
This proves the second half of (4.25). We have 
Cl+ GoW= (Fovso,, +F, Vs-1.3 + G, Vs-,,dFo 
+ (Fo Vso,, + F, Vs-1.2 + G, Vs-1.1) Go 
+ F, VS-,,3Fl +F, VS-,,,G, 
=Fo Wo,,Fo + So,,Go + S-,,P, + S-,,,W 
-F, VQ2 - G, VQ. 
Thus, AJ = -F. VQ2 - Go VQ = Q, which proves the first half of (4.25). The 
above equalities for (1 + Go Vy and J(1 + VG,), together with (5.5 l), show 
that xj, x*j E HmV-3-0. This completes the proof of the proposition. Q.E.D. 
Using (5.1 l), Proposition 5.3, and Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3, we show the 
following lemma, which proves Theorem 4.1 for n = 3. 
LEMMA 5.5. Let n = 3, 1 < u ( p/2 - 312, and s > 20 + l/2. Then 
[20-l] 
R(z) = c z”‘Bj + o(z”-I’*) 
j=-2 
(5.52) 
in B(0, s; m, --s), where the remainder term belongs to o(a - l/2,20; 
B(0, s; m, -s)). 
Proof. We write 
WI, s; m, r - 0) = n B(0, s; m, r - E), 
&>O (5.53) 
NO, s -t 0; m, r - 0) = n B(0, s + E; m, r - E). 
&>O 
Let S(z)-’ = cze2 zj12Sj. Since S-,=PV and S-, = QV, we have by 
Lemmas 2.2, 2.5, 3.2, and 3.3 that, for k = -2 or -1, 
120-l] 
z~‘~S~R~(Z) = c z~‘~T~ + o(z~-“~) 
j=k 
in B(0, s; m, -k - 3/2 - 0) 
(5.54) 
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as z + 0 for some operators Tkj. For k > 0, 
IZotkl 
Zk’2sk&(Z) = \' zj12Tkj + O(Z~+k12) 
.i?k 
(5.55) 
in B(0, s; m, --s), where 
Tti E B(O,j + l/2 + 0; m, -max(j + l/2,5/2) - 0), (5.56) 
and the remainder term belongs to o(u + k/2, 2~7; B(0, s; m, -s)). Thus in 
B(0, s; in, -s) 
[Zo- II 
S(z) -’ R,(z) = x zj’* rj + o(z”- 1’2), 
j= -2 (5.57) 
Tj E B(0, s; m, -rj - 0) with rj = 
i 
j + 312 for j<-1, 
max( j + l/2,5/2) for j>O, 
where the remainder term belongs to o(u - l/2, 2~; B(0, s; m, -s)). Using 
(5.57) we obtain in the same way as above that for k > 1 
jzo- I] 
[-S(z)-’ &(z)Vlk S(z)-‘R,(z) = 2 zj’*Uti + o(z”“‘*) (5.58) 
in B(0, s; m, -s) with the remainder term belonging to o(a - l/2, 2~; 
B(0, s; m, -s)). The lemma follows from (5.1 l), (5.57), and (5.58). Q.E.D. 
The following lemmas can be shown in the same way as Lemma 5.5. (In 
treating the case IZ = 1, use Lemmas 2.5 and 3.2.) 
LEMMA 5.6. Let n = 1, 1 < u (p/2 - 512, and s > 2u + 312. Then 
(5.52) holds with u - l/2 replaced by u and the remainder term belonging to 
o(u, 2u + 1; B(0, s; m, -s)). 
LEMMA 5.7. Let n # 1, 3, and u, s satisfy (4.1) and (4.2). Then R(z) has 
the expansions (4.3) - (4.5). 
We can now complete the proof of Theorems 4.1 - 4.3. 
Proof of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2. The theorems easily follow from 
Proposition 5.3 and Lemmas 5.5 - 5.7. 
Proof of Theorem 4.3. We shall prove the theorem only for n = 1 or 4, 
since the other case can be treated similarly. 
Let n = 1. We have, by (5.32) and (5.37), that 
S(z)-‘R,(z)=-z-‘P-z--“2Q-L-z1’2J+~(~”2), (5.59) 
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where L = JVFO + KG, f QVF, + PVG, . Similarly, 
s(z)-’ Ro(z)V= z”*PVF, V + z(PVG, V + QVF, V) 
+ z3’*(PVF, V + QVG, V + KF, V) + o(z”*), (5.60) 
[S(z)-’ R”,(z)V]’ = z(PVF, V)’ + z3’*[PVF, V(PVG, V + QVF, V) 
+ (PVC, V + QVF, V)PVF2 V] + o(z~‘~), (5.61) 
[S(z)-’ l?o(z)V]3 = z3’*(PVF2 V)’ + o(z3”). (5.62) 
Since 
R(z) = i [-s(z)-’ 170(z)v]’ s(z)-’ R,(z) + o(z”*), 
j=o 
(5.59) - (5.62) proves the theorem for IZ = 1. 
Let n = 4. With U = -QVG, V we have 
(l+log-‘zQVG,V+zlogzKF,V+zKG,V)-’ 
= (1 -log-’ zu)-1 
-(l-log-‘zU)-‘(zlogzKF,J+zKG,V)(l-log-’rU)-l 
+ O(2 log2 z). 
BY (4.14), 
S(z)-’ = z-‘PV-t f z-’ log-k zUk-‘QV+X 
k=l 
log -k zs,,, + O(z log z), (5.63) 
k=l 
where 
S,,k = Uk-‘(KG, VQ + QVGl VK) + KF, VUkQV 
+ i+Fzk (UiKFo V + U’-‘KG, V) u/QV. 
iJ>l 
(5.64) 
From this we obtain that for some E > 0 
S(z) --I R,(z) = - z-‘P- T z-’ log-kzUk-‘Q 
k=l 
+ KG, + QVF, + PVG, + f 
(5.65) 
log-k zTk + O(z”), 
k=l 
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where Tk = -SO,kGO + UkQVF, + Uk-‘QVGI. Similarly, 
S(z)-‘&(r)V=zlogzPVF,V+z(PVG,V+QVF,V) (5.66) 
+ ?- 
k:l 
z log-k z(UkQVF, V+ Uk-‘QVG, V) + O(z’+“). 
Combining (5.65) and (5.66) we get 
-S(z)-’ z,(z) W(z)-’ R,(z) = log zPVF, VP + PVG, VP + QVF, VP 
+PVF,VQt 2 logkzT;tO(z?, 
k=l 
(5.67) 
where 
T;, = UkQVF, VP + Uk-‘QVG, VP t PVF, VUkQ 
t (PVG2 V + QVF, V) Uk-‘Q 
t x (U’QVF, V + U’-‘QVG, V) Uj-‘Q. (5.68) 
i+j=k 
i,i> 1 
As in the case n = 1, (5.65) and (5.67) prove the theorem for n = 4. Q.E.D. 
6. PROOF OF THEOREMS 1.1, 1.2, AND 4.4 
Using Theorems 4.1 - 4.3 we prove in this section Theorems 1.1, 1.2, and 
4.4. To this end we need to analyze the properties of R(13 + i0) on R\J, 
where 2 is a neighborhood of the set II of all critical values of p(c). 
We begin with the following lemma, which is easily derived by using 
Propositions 4.1 and 4.2 in [8], ellipticity of p, and R,(z)u = 
F-‘KP(r) - 4-’ WI. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let p E R\A, u > 0, and s > a t l/2. Then 
R,(z t p) = 2 z’Gj‘ + o(z”) as z-+0 with Im z >O, (6.1) 
j=O 
in B(0, s; m, -s), where Gj’ E B(0, r; (j t l)m, -r) fir r > j t l/2 and the 
remainder term belongs to ~(a, a; B(0, s; [u t l]m, -s)). 
For the function space o(u, k + 8; x), see Definition 2.1. 
Following the idea due to S. Agmon, we can obtain the following lemma 
in the same way as in the case that A is self-adjoint. 
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LEMMA 6.2. Assume (A.11) and (1.3) with p > 1. Let p E R\n and 
s > l/2. Then (1 +R,@ + iO)v)-’ exists in B(m, -s; m, -s) if and only if p 
is not an eigenvalue of A. Furthermore, every eigenfunction associated with p 
belongs to Hm*’ for any r > 0. 
The following theorem easily follows from Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2. 
THEOREM 6.3. Assume (A.11) and (1.3) with p > 1. Let ,u E R\& 
0 < u < p - 1, and s > u t l/2. Zf ,u is not an eigenvalue of A, then one has 
in B(0, s; m, -s) 
R(z + ,u) = F B;z’ + o(zO) as z + 0 with Im z > 0, 
j=O 
where the remainder term belongs to o(u, a; B(0, s; m, -s)). 
(6.2) 
, THEOREM 6.4. Assume (A.11) and (1.3) with p > 3. Let p E R\n, 
1 < u < p - 2, and s > u t l/2. Zf p is an eigenvalue of A, then one has in 
B(0, s; m, -s) 
R(z +p) = -z-‘P, •t 9 Bfz’t o(z”) (6.3) 
j=O 
as z + 0 with Im z > 0, where the remainder term belongs to o(u, u; B(0, s; 
m, -s)). 
ProoJ Without loss of generality we may assume that ,u = 0, and write 
G,=Gi”, P=P,,,.... Putting S(z) = 1 t Go V t zG, I’, we obtain in the same 
way as in the proof of Proposition 5.3 for n > 5 that 
S(z)-’ =z-‘PV+ g zjsj in B(m, -r; m, -r), (6.4) 
j=O 
for 312 < r ( p - 312. Since PVGj = -PGj-, for j > 1 by the decay property 
of eigenfunctions, we have by Lemma 6.1 that for any nonnegative integer 
k & 0, 
lo1 -k 
S(z) - ’ R,(z) = -z - ‘P + 1 z~A,,~ + o(z-~) 
j=O 
(6.5) 
in B(0, s - k; m, -s + k), where AoJ E B(0, r; m, -r) for any r > j + l/2, and 
the remainder term belongs to ~(a- k, u-k; B(O,s -k; m, -s l +k)). 
Similarly, in B(0, -p + s - k; m, -s + k) 
-S(z) - l R”,(z)V = c z’cj •t o(z”-k) 
j=l 
(6.6) 
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with Cj E B(0, --p + r; m, -r) for any r >j + l/2. We have by (6.5) and 
(6.6) that in B(0, s; m, -s) 
-S(z) -l R”,(z) Kqz) ’ R,(z) 
= z-‘s(z)-’ R”,(z) VP + y zj 
10-A 
K- zkC, + c+-j 
j=O k=l 
I] AO.j 
- &s(z)-’ zTo(z) v S(z)-’ R,(z) - t”! 
,t-0 
z~A~,~ 
1 
= f z~A,,~ + o(z”). 
j=O 
Similarly, we obtain that for any k > I 
[-s(z)-’ l?o(z)V]k s(z)-’ R,(z) = zjAksj + o(z”) (6.7) 
j=k-I 
in B(0, s; m, -s). Combining (6.5) and (6.7) we get the theorem. 
Theorem 3.2 in [9] yields the following theorem. 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 6.5. Assume (A.111) with p>l. Let O<o<p-- 1, 
s > o + l/2, k = [a], and 0 = u - [u]. Then, for some N > 0, R(z) can be 
extended to a k-times continuously d@Yerentiable function on {z E C; 
Im z > 0, Re z > N} to B(0, s; 0, -s) satisfying 
RW(z)= o(IzI-(~-WN(j+l)) as z + co, j = 0 ,..., k, (6.8) 
and 
I .O” x(‘-‘~“‘)~-~‘*~ IIR(k’(x + iy + h)f - Rck’(x + iy)f lip5 dx ‘iv 
< Che Ilf 11s) 0 < h < 1, y > 0, f E II?‘*~, (6.9) 
where 11. IIS is the norm in Ho,‘. 
Finally we prepare elementary lemmas concerning the Fourier transform 
of (x + i0)’ logk(x + i0). The first lemma is well known and the second one 
is a corollary of Lemma 9 in [ 131. 
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LEMMA 6.6. For any I, E R and nonnegative integer k, 
& ( (x + iO)A logk(x + i0) epitX dx 
=-;i-,io (:) [(%)“-j sin &+nA’2r(A + 1) ] (t +)-‘\-I log’ t +. 
LEMMA 6.7. Let j and k be integers such that j < 0 or k # 0. Then for 
any N :> 0, 
= r ajk,tmilog-’ t + O(t-‘lOg-N-’ t) 
,: 
as t + 00, where the ajk, are the constants in (4.45). 
We are now ready to prove the theorems. 
Proof of Theorems 1.1, 1.2, and 4.4. We have that for t > 0, 
-itA _ 1 m e 
-271i -we I 
-ifXR (x + i0) dx. (6.10) 
Choose a P-function Q on R such that 4(x) = 1 in a neighborhood of zero 
and Supp 4 is sufficiently small. Then Theorems 6.3 - 6.5 yield 
e -itA=: e-itap,+ x -““R(x+iO)#(x-,u)dx+o(t~~‘) (6.11) 
WEA 
in B(0, s; 0, -s), where u < 0’ < min(s - l/2, p - 2) and II runs over the set 
of all real eigenvalues of A excluding A. Hence Theorems 4.1, 4.2, and 
Lemmas 6.5 and 6.7, together with (6.1 l), yield Theorems 1.1, 1.2, and 4.4. 
Q.E.D. 
Remark. The formula (1.13) follows from (2.5), and Theorems 4.3 and 
4.4. 
7. THE NONSINGULAR CASE 
In this section we give a necessary and sufficient condition for the 
resolvent R(z) to be bounded near a critical value ,u, and under the condition 
improve the results given in Sections 1 and 4. 
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Throughout this section we assume (A.I), (AII), and 
(A.111)’ (1.3) holds with p > max(2,4 - n). 
The generalized eigenspace M, can be defined by (3.1) also under (A.I), 
(A.II), and (A.III)‘, and the lemmas in Section 3 hold. 
We begin with the following lemma, which follows from Lemma 2.2. 
LEMMA 7.1. For p E A, put 
S,(z)=z-“‘F;V+ 1 +G;V for n= 1, 
S,(z)=logzF;V+ 1 +G;V for n = 2, (7.1) 
S,(z) = 1 + G; I’ for n>3. 
Let 
c, = 2 - n/2 if n<3 or.u=pO, c, = I/2 otherwise. (7.2) 
Then S,,(z) EWm, -s; m, -s) for any c, < s < p - c,, and for some E > 0 
1 + R& + p) = S,(z) + o(zC) as z+O in B(m,-s;m, -s). (7.3) 
In what follows, when there is no danger of confusion we shall write 
S(z) = S,(z), Fj = Fj’, etc. 
THEOREM 7.2. For p E A, the following three conditions are equivalent: 
(i) M, = (01. 
(ii) {NP + WI,,, is bounded in the operator norm in B(0, s; m, -s) 
for any c, <s <p-c,. 
(iii) S(z)-’ exists in B(m, -s; m, -s) for c, < s < p-c, and 
0 < 1 z 1 < 6 with 6 su&‘kiently small. Furthermore, 
S(z)-’ = (1 + G, V))’ for n>3, 
S(z)-‘=zc+ 5 log-k z[-JI’(1 + G,I’)lk-‘JV for n = 2, 
k=l (7.4) 
S(z)-'=K+ F zj'*\-JV(1 + G,V)]'-'JV for n=l. 
j=l 
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Here J and K are operators satisfying 
F,,VJV+(l +G,V-)K=JVF,,V+K(l +G,P’)= 1, 
(7.5) 
KF, = 0, F,,VK=JV(l +G,V)K=K(l +G,V-)JV=O, 
J=JV(l + G, I’)JVF,, -JVG,, (7.6) 
rank J = rank F,, = rank JV = rank F,, V, (7.7) 
J= 2 C.3 X*j) Xj, (7.8) 
j=l 
where xi, x*~ E Hm*-r-o with Y= 1 for n=2 and r=3/2 for n= 1; 
(1 + Go v)Xj E s(Fo)v (1 + G,*V*)X*j E s(Fc?); (Fo vXj}j and {F,*v*X*j}j 
are linearly independent, respectively. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that p = 0. We shall 
prove the theorem only for n = 1, since the theorem for the other case can be 
shown similarly. 
(i) z- (ii) Suppose that {R(ie)},,o is unbounded in B(0, s; m, -s) for 
some s. Then there are f E Ho” and {sj}joo,, such that sj > 0, 
Ej’ 0 and IIR(i&j)f ILs + 00 as j+co, 
where 1). )Im,-s is the norm in Hmq-“. Putting uj = R(icj)f/)j R(kj)f )I,,,, --s and 
&=f/llR(i~~)f Ilm,-s, we have that 
BY (7.9), 
(A - icj) uj =fi, Il.fJlo,s +0 as j-co. (7.9) 
uj = (iej)-“2 F. j (f - I’Uj) + (Ro(kj) - (iCj)-1’2 Fo)(& - VU,), 
(7.10) 
where Fo(fj - Vuj) = XI cl{4 - Vuj, eiXl’) eiX”. Since (1 u~/[,,+~ = 1, we may 
assume without loss of generality that {u~}~ converges weakly in H”‘-“. We 
denote by u the limit of {uj}. We obtain by (7.10) that for any 1 
(iej)-“‘(& - Vuj, eiXL’) + a, as j-, CO, (7.11) 
for some constant a,. This shows that (icj)-“’ F,(& - Vuj) converges 
strongly to F. w for some w E Ho*‘. Since Ro(kj)V-- (iej)-“2 F, V is a 
compact operator from HmT-” to Hm,-S, the second term of the right-hand 
side of (7.10) converges trongly to -Go Vu. Thus {uj} converges trongly to 
u and 
(1 +G,V)u=F,w. (7.12) 
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Furthermore, (7.11) implies that F,, VU = 0, which show that u E M,. But 
I/ u Ilrn, --s = 1. This contradicts the assumption (i). 
(ii) + (iii) The same method as that used in Section 5 shows that 
S(z)-’ exists and has the form (7.4) with J and K satisfying (7.5) and (7.6). 
It remains to prove (7.7) and (7.8). We have by (7.5) that 
F, VJVFo = F, and JVFo VJV = JV. (7.13) 
This implies that rank F,, < rank JV < rank F,, V < rank F,,, which shows that 
rank JV = rank F, = rank F,, V. This concludes (7.7), for rank J = rank JV 
by (7.6). (7.8) can be shown in the same way as in the proof of 
Proposition 5.3. 
(iii) z- (i) Let u E M,. Then, S(z)u = (1 + G, I+ = F0 w for some u’. 
By (7.4) and (7.5), 
u=S(z)-‘F,w=z”’ 2 z+~)‘*[-JV(~ +G,V)]j?WF,,w. 
j=l 
This implies that u = 0. Q.E.D. 
The following theorems can be shown in the same way as Theorems 
4.1 - 4.4, 1.1, and 1.2 by using Theorem 7.2. 
THEOREM 7.3. Let ,a EA. Assume that M, = {O). Let 
()<a< @+nV-2 
! min@ - 312, p/2 + n/4 - 5/4) 
ihe;;s;ora =&I, (7.14) 
1 
s > max(a + 1,20 + 2 - n/2). (7.15) 
Then R(z + ,a) has the following expansion in B(0, s; m, -s) as z -+ 0 with 
0 < arg z < rr: 
(i) For n odd, 
R(z +,a) = c zj”B; + o(z”), (7.16) 
.i=O 
whereB$‘=Oforjoddand l<j<n-4. 
(ii) For n > 4 and even, 
R(z+p)= f “2 Zj 10gk ZBtk + O(Z”), 
j=O k=O 
(7.17) 
where v(j) = [ j/(n/2 - l)]. 
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(iii) For n = 2, 
R(z+& =F 
j=O kkj 
zjlog- , k~B;k + o(z”+ ‘) (7.18) 
for some E > 0. 
Furthermore, the By for j odd and the BTk for k # 0 are all degenerate 
operators, and the remainder terms in (7.16) - (7.18) actually belong to 
o(a + E, max(a + l/2, 2a + 3/2 - n/2) + E; B(0, s; m, -s)). 
Remark. When A = -A + V in L,(R3) and M, = {0}, Jensen and Kato 
[4, p. 6041 claim that the remainder term in (7.16) can be differentiated any 
number of times with the same s. This claim and the second half of 
Lemma 2.3 in [4] are not valid, since R,(z +,u), Re z > 0 and Im z > 0, 
cannot be differentiated in z k-times if k > s - l/2 (see Proposition 4.1 in [8, 
p. 92]), although their paper in Sections 8,9 contains the differentiability 
results needed in Section 10. 
THEOREM 7.4. The coeficients in the expansions (7.16) - (7.18) are 
determined by the formula 
R(z +p) = q ,eo [-%@-I ( kE,jn,2,+ zn’2-‘+k(log z)‘(“) F; V 
+ T zkG;V 
k=l )I 
i S,(z)-’ 
X f (z”‘2-‘+k(log z)‘(“‘F; + zkG;) + o(zU+&) (7.19) 
k=O 
as z--t 0, where the series in the right-hand side is a formal series and 
S,(z))’ has the form (7.4). 
THEOREM 7.5. Let ,u EA. Assume that p > 2 for n > 2 and p > 3 for 
n = 1, and M, = (0). Then one has: 
(i) If n=3, or n>4 andp=po, 
R(z t ,u> = z”“-‘(log z)‘(“’ (1 + Go v)-’ F,(l t VG,)-’ 
In/Z-11 
+C zjTj + o(z”‘* - ’ ) (7.20) 
j=O 
as z --* 0 in B, with s > n/2, where B, = B(0, s; m, -s). 
(ii) If n>4 and ,u#,uo, R(ztp)=(l tG,V)-‘G,to(z”*) as 
z-+OinB,fors>3/2. 
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(iii) rf n = 2, 
R(z+p)=KG,- T logPkz[ -&‘(I +G,V)]k-‘J+~(~E) (7.21) 
kr, 
in B, with s > 1, where E is a positive constant depending only on s. 
(iv) Zf n=l, R(z+p)=KG,+o(l) as z-+0 in B, with s>3/2. 
When p > 4, 
R(z+p)=KG,+z”Z(J-KF,-KF,VKG,)+o(z”2) (7.22) 
as z + 0 in B, with s > 512. 
Remark. We need to make a comment on (7.20). Theorem 7.4 shows 
that the coefftcient of z”‘*- ‘(log z)~(“) is equal to (1 + G, V)- ‘I;,[ 1 - 
V(1 + G, v)-’ G,]. This is, indeed, equal to (1 + G, v>-’ FO(l + I/G,)-‘, 
for 
THEOREM 7.6. Assume that M, = {0} for every ,a E A and there are no 
eigenvalues in [pO, ~0). Let 
1 < y < p/2 - l/2 for n= 1, 112 < Y < PI2 for n = 2, 
1/2<y<min@-l,@+n)/2-1) for n = 3 or A = {pO}, (7.23) 
112 < y < min@ - l,p/2 + n/4 - l/4, 
p/2 + n/4 - 3/4 + (p/2 - n/4 - l/4) + ) otherwise, 
s > max(y + l/2,27 - n/2). (7.24) 
Then the conclusion of Theorem 1.1 holds, and e-i’AIZs has the following 
expansion in B(0, s; 0, -s) as t -+ co: 
(i) For n odd 
IY-l/21 
e -ifAn, = C C e-itwt-(j+l/2)n -‘(-iy’-“2 r(j + 1/2)Btj-, + o(t-Y), 
@c/i j=L(n) (7.25) 
where L(n) = max(n/2 - l/2, 1). 
(ii) For n > 4 even, 
IYI NW NW + 1 
e-""n, = C C C e -itpt--j logk t c ajk,Bj”_,,, + o(t-Y), 
ueA j=n/2 k=O I=k+l 
(7.26) 
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where N(j) = [(j - l/(n/2 - l)] - 1 and 
l-k 
sin 7rAeinA’*r(A + 1) JAzj-,. 
(iii) For n = 2, 
eCitA17s = 2 1 e -itq-jqyt) + o(t-~-~) 
bteA j=l 
(7.27) 
for some E > 0, where the @T(t) are B(0, s; 0, +)-valued smooth functions 
such that for any u > 0 
k-l 
@T(t) = t log-k t c ajlkBi”_ 1.1 + 0(log-“-‘t), (7.28) 
k=M(j) I= -j+ 1 
where M( 1) = 2, M(j) = -j + 2 for j > 2, and the ajrk are the constants in 
(4.43). 
Remark 7.7. For n > 3, the coefftcient of t-“/’ is equal to 
N If (., (1 + G,*V*)-’ eiX”‘)(l + G,V)-’ eiX” 1 det 27raiaiaj p(<‘)] I’* eina”* * (7.29) I=1 
EXAMPLE 7.8. Let V(x) be a function on R” such that 0 < V(X) < 
C(x)-” for some p > max(2,4 - n) and V(x) > 0 on a subset whose measure 
is positive. Let 
v= V(x)*, A, = -A, and A=-A+V on L,(R”). 
It is well known that A has no eigenvalues on R\(O). Furthermore, using 
(3.1) we obtain that M, = (0). (We note here that M, = (0) generically in 
dimensions n > 3 (see, for example, [4, p. 589]).) Thus A satisfies the 
hypothesis of Theorem 7.6. Using the identity 
e -iAt _ -e -iAot _ i t.-iA,,(t-r) ve-iAor dr 
_ dd,. ‘&t ,-iAo(t-r)ve-iA(r-r’)ve-iA$‘, 
s I 0 
we obtain from Theorem 7.6 that for A = -A + V and y > 1 the conclusion 
of Theorem 7.6 holds with (7.24) replaced by 
s > max(y, 2y - n/2). (7.24’) 
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Since we get a similar estimate also for 0 < y < 1 by the interpolation 
method, we have: Let 
O<y<min@-l,p/2+n/2-l), 
s > max(y, 2y - n/2) if n 2 2, 
s > max(3y/2,2y - l/2) if n=l. 
Then ePirA has the expansions (7.25) - (7.28) as t -+ co in B(0, s; 0, -s). 
Remark 7.9. If p > max(2, (m’ + 1/2)/(m - 1) + 1) and y > l/2 + 
(m’ + 1/2)/(m - l), the condition (7.24) in Theorem 7.6 can be replaced by 
(7.24’) along the line given in Example 7.8. 
8. GENERALIZATIONS 
In this section we extend the results given in Sections 1 - 7 to more 
general operators. 
8.1. Resolvent Expansions 
Let p(D) be an elliptic differential operator of order m with real constant 
coeffkients. Let ,u, = inflp(<) > -co. Let A, be the self-adjoint realization of 
p(D) in L,(R”). Let 
P(D) + t: q,(x) D” (8.1) 
lal<m 
be an elliptic differential operator with q, satisfying (B.1) and (B.11): 
(B.1) There exists a positive constant c0 such that 
@L) > co ItI”, x,tER”, (8.2) 
where a(x, C) is the principal symbol of (8.1). 
(B.11) The q, are 1 a I-times differentiable functions on R” satisfying 
lim (x)” / D”q,(x)l = 0, IPI G Ial3 (8.3) Ixi+oo 
for some p > 0. 
Let A i be the closed operator with domain H” generated by (8.1). Let V, 
be a closed operator on L,(R”) with domain including Hm. We assume: 
(B.111) V, and V,* are compact operators in B(m, s; 0, p + s) for any 
s E R. 
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Let A = A, + V,, and V = V,, + 2, q,(x) D”. We assume: 
(B.IV) Im(Au, U) < 0 for all u E H”. 
Before stating results for operator which do not satisfy (A.I), we give 
extensions of Theorems 4.1 - 4.3, 6.3, 6.4, and 7.2 - 7.5. 
THEOREM 8.1. Assume (A.1) and (B.1) - (B.IV). Then, if p > max(4, 
8 - n), the conclusions of Theorems 4.1 - 4.3 hold. 
Prooj The same method as in the proof of Theorems 4.1 - 4.3 shows 
the theorem if we prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA 8.2. Let c, < s < p - c,, where c, is the constant in (5.3). Then 
1 + Go V is a Fredholm operator in Hm9-S with index 0. 
ProoJ: We see easily that 1 + G, VE B(m, -s; m, -s). We first claim 
that there exists N such that (1 + R,(iN)V)-’ exists in B(m, -s; m, -s) for 
any c,<s<p-c,. Put V, = 2, D”q,(x) and VZ = V - V, . Then V2 is a 
compact operator in B(m, -s; 0,~ -s), and for some N > 0 
(1 + R,(iN) V,))’ exists in B(m, -s; m, -s). We have 
1 + R,,(iN)V= (1 + R,(iN) V1)[ 1 + (1 + R,(iN) V,)-’ R,,(iN) V,]. 
Thus the claim follows if we show that 1 + R,(iN)V is an injection in H”‘-“. 
If u + R,(iN) Vu = 0, then u E HmlP-S, from which we have that 
u E H”00-S, and so on. Hence u E H”“‘. Since (1 + R,(iN)V)-’ = 1 - 
R(iN)V in Hm*‘, we conclude that u = 0. This proves the claim. We have 
1 +R,(z)V= (1 +R,(iN)V)[l + (z-iN)(l +R,(iN)V)-’ 
x R,(z)R,(iN)V]. (8.4) 
Thus 
1 + Go V= (1 + R,(iN)V)[ 1 + @- iN)(l + R,(iN)V)-’ G,R,(iN)V]. (8.5) 
Since G,R,(iN)V is a compact operator in B(m, -s; m, -s), (8.5) shows the 
lemma. Q.E.D. 
The following theorems can be shown similarly. 
THEOREM 8.3. Assume (B.1) - (B.IV). Then the conclusions of 
Theorems 6.3 and 6.4 hold if p > 1 and p > 3, respectively. 
THEOREM 8.4. Assume (A.1) and (B.1) - (B.IV) with p > max(2, 4 - n). 
Then Theorems 7.2 - 7.5 hold. 
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Now let us investigate the property of operators which may not satisfy 
(A.1). As for a general p we have 
LEMMA 8.5. There exist integers L > 0 and M > 0 with the following 
property: For any u > 0 there exists s such that for any ,u E A one has in 
B(0, s; m, -s) 
R&+/l)= 2: 1 ZjlM logk zGFk + o(zO) (8.6) 
j=-M+I k=O 
as z + 0 with Im z > 0, where the remainder term belongs to o(cr, u’; B(0, s; 
m, -s)) for some 13’ > cr. 
Proof Use the result in [ 11. See also Proposition 2.4 and its proof in [8, 
pp. 84, 941. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 8.6. Assume that (B.11) and (B.111) are satisfied for some 
p > 2s where s is the constant determined by o in (8.6). Then, in 
B(m, -s; m, -s), 
IMUI L 
1 +R,(z +,Lf)V= 1+ c c zj’logk zGIk I’+ o(z”) (8.7) 
j=-M+l k=O 
as z + 0 with Im z > 0, where the remainder term belongs to o(o, a’; 
B(m, -s; m, -s)) for some o’ > u. 
We can now introduce a condition which is satisfied if #(& 
VP(~) = 0) < co and p is sufficiently large. 
(B.V) For some u > 1 and s > 0, (8.7) holds in B(m, -s; m, -s) for 
every ,u E A with the remainder term belonging to o(u, a’; B(m, -s; m, -s)) 
and the GIk V being of finite rank if 
(j, k) E D - {(j, k);j < 0, orj= 0 and k > 0). 
Furthermore, for every p E /1, (8.6) holds in B(0, r; m, -r) for some r < s 
with the remainder term o(u, a’; B(0, r; m, -r)). 
The following theorem can be shown in the same way as Theorem 8.1. 
THEOREM 8.7. Assume (B.1) - (B.V). Let ,u E/1. Then one has, in 
BP, s; m, -1, 
[TM1 
e+Pu)= c 2 zilM log-k zB$‘, + o(zT) (8.8) 
j= -M k=-(j+M)N 
as z + 0 with 0 ,< arg z < z, where z is a constant with r > u - 2, N is a 
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nonnegative integer, BE,,, = -P,, and the remainder term belongs to 
O(T, a’; B(0, s; m, -s)). Furthermore, if the coeflcients Gtk in (8.6) are 
degenerate operators for all j and k such that zilM logk z is not a polynomial, 
then the B;,k are also degenerate operators for all j and k such that 
zjJM logmk z is not a polynomial. 
Remark. The BIk can be computed explicitly if S,(z) -’ is determined, 
where S,(z) = 1 + R,,(z; 1)V. The explicit calculation of S,(z)-’ will be 
discussed elsewhere. 
The rest of this subsection is devoted to the discussion of the non-singular 
case. We assume the condition (B.V)’ to be weaker than (B.V). 
(B.V)’ The condition (B.V) holds with u > 1 replaced by u > 0. 
Under this condition we define the generalized eigenspace M,. 
DEFINITION 8.8. (i) When D = 4, M, = {u E Hm*-S; (1 + G;,, v>u = 0). 
(ii) When D # 0, 
M, = u E H”‘-“; 
I 
(1 + Gg,0 v)u = s- lim 2: 
‘*CQ (j,k)ED 
(ie,ylM logk is, GT,k w, 
with et 1 0 and w, E Ho,“, and GTk Vu = 0 for (j, k) E D 
I 
, 
THEOREM 8.9. Assume (B.1) N (B.IV), and (B.V)‘. For ,u EA, the 
following three conditions are equivalent: 
(i) M, = (0). 
(ii) {NP + W,,, is bounded in B(0, s; m, -s). 
(iii) With 
%(z) =c zjlM logk zG;, V + 1 + G;,O V, (8.9) 
(j,k)cD 
S,(z)-’ exists and is bounded in B(m, -s; m, -s) for 0 < IzI < 6 with 6 
suflciently small. Furthermore, 
S,(z) -’ c zifM logk zGTk = ,j,;ED T.!k(z) ‘!k (8. IO) 
(j,k)ED 
with T;k(~) bounded in B(m, -s; m, -s). 
Proof (ii) follows from (i) along the line given in the proof of 
Theorem 7.2 by using (8.4) and (8.5) in showing the strong convergence of 
l"jlj- 
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(ii) * (iii) The first half of (iii) can be shown in the same way as 
Theorem 7.2. Since 
R(z + cl) = (1 + O(q) S,(z) - ’ R,(z) 
for some E > 0, inductive argument shows (8.10). 
(iii) * (i) Let u E M,. Then S,(z)u = (1 + Gz,, V)U for any z. By 
definition of M, and (8. lo), 
Since GIkWI = o(1) as 1 + co, this implies that u = 0. Q.E.D. 
The following theorem can be shown in the same way as Theorem 7.3. 
THEOREM 8.10. Assume (B.1) - (B.IV), and (B.V)‘. Let ,u E A. Assume 
that M, = (0). Then R(z + ,u) has the following expansion in B(0, s; m, -s) 
as z + 0 with 0 < arg z < 71: 
R(z +p)= x 1 zjlM log-k zB;, + o(zO), (8.11) 
j=O k=-jN 
where N is an integer and the remainder term belongs to o(o, a’; B(0, s; 
m, -1). 
Remark. When D = 4, the coefficients BTk in (8.11) can be computed 
explicitly along the line given in Theorem 7.4; for in this case S,(z)-’ = 
(1 + G&J)-‘. 
8.2. Time Decay 
On q,(x) in (8.1) and V, we further impose conditions ensuring a result 
analogous to Theorem 6.5. 
(C.1) The functions q,(x) satisfy 
/a:q,(x)( < c(x)P”P’“’ (8.12) 
for any IPI<3n+ 11. 
(C.11) There exists m’ < m - 1 such that V,, E B(m’, s; 0, s + p + 
(m’-m+2)+)for anysER. 
(C.111) Let {x(t, y, r), ~(t, y, r)} be the solution of the Hamilton 
equation 
dx 
- = --V,a(x, v), Jg = V,a(x, 171, dt P(O), v(O)\ = { YY 83 
(8.13) 
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where a(x, ‘1) is the principal symbol of (8.1). Then for any R > 0 there 
exists Jr > 0 such that all x(t, y, <) with ] y] <R and it] = 1 satisfy 
I x(6 Y, 41 > R for all t > T. (8.14) 
We note that if q,(x) = 0 for [a[ = m, (C.111) holds by (B.1). The 
following theorems can be shown by using Theorem 4.1 in [9] instead of 
Theorem 6.5. 
THEOREM 8.11. Assume (A.I), (B.1) - (B.IV), and (C.1) - (C.111). If 
p > max(4, 8 - n), then the conclusion of Theorems 1.1, 1.2, and 4.4 hold. 
THEOREM 8.12. Let A be the operator satisfying (A.I), (B.1) - (B.IV), 
and (C.1) - (C.111) for p > max(4 - n, 2 + 1/2(m - 1)). Then Theorem 7.6 
holds also for A under the restriction that 1/2(m - 1) < y < p - 2 and 
s>yt 1. 
THEOREM 8.13. Assume (B.1) - (B.V) and (C.1) - (C.111) with p > 2 + 
1/2(m -- 1). Let y < min(r t 1, a’, p - 2) and s’ > max(y + 1, s), where 5, a’, 
s are the constants in Theorem 8.7. Then the conclusion of Theorem 1.1 
holds, and e-““IT, has the following expansion as t + 03 in B(0, s’; 0, -s’): 
IMvl 
e -ifAns = 2 JT epifrct-jiM@T(t) + o(t-Y), 
WEA ,z 
(8.15) 
where the @r(t) are B(0, s’; 0, -s’)-valued smooth functions such that for 
any v >. 0 
@j”(t)= i log-k t t ajlkBj”_M,I + O(log-“-it), (8.16) 
k=Nj I=-jN 
where N, = 1 and Nj = -jN for j > 1, and the ajck are numerical constants. 
Theorem 8.14. Assume (B.1) - (B.IV), (B.V)‘, and (C.1) - (C.111) with 
p > 2 t 1/2(m - 1). Assume that M, = {0} for every ,u E A and that there 
are no eigenvalues in [cl,,, co). Let y < min(o t 1, a’, p - 2) and s’ > 
max(y -t 1, s), where a, a’, s are the constants in Theorem 8.10. Then the 
conclusion of Theorem 1.1 holds and eeifAII, has the expansion (8.15) with 
@y(t) = 0 for j < M. 
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